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"Immer besser"(Forever better) – a motto chosen by our 
forefathers shortly after the company was founded. To be 
successful, it is important to stand apart from the 
competiton. There are only two ways of doing it: either to be 
better or cheaper.
In Miele, we have opted for being better; and this has 
remained within the company for more than a century.

"Immer besser" (Forever better) - We want to offer our 
customers excellent quality and outstanding service. With 
regard to washing machines or dishwashers, first-class 
cleaning performance must come with the most gentle care 
of textiles, glassware or porcelain. Food cooked in a 
conventional oven or steam oven must be an absolute 
delight.
All Miele appliances are characterised by excellent user 
convenience, economic operation and elegant design. 
Thanks to Miele customer's feedback on improvements, we 
are striving to offer products of the highest quality. In terms of 
domestic appliances, quality also stands for durability and 
reliability. This is why Miele is the only manufacturer who 
builds and tests all machines to the equivalent of 20 years of 
use*.

"Immer besser" (Forever better) - today this also means 
assuming social responsibility. Sustainability is a social 
objective which Miele is committed to. Our sustainability 
philosophy aims at lowering electricity, water and detergent 
consumption with every product we manufacture.
We also feel the same responsibility towards the people who 
work for us: Miele was the first company in Germany to be 
certified to SA 8000, for international social standards 
dedicated to fair working conditions and employment rights.

To become "forever better" has been our objective for over 
100 years. We promise this will never change.

Dr. Markus Miele                      Dr. Reinhard Zinkann

More on our efforts in terms of sustainability on www.miele-sustainability.com.
*  Test carried out depend on appliances
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IMMER BESSER
Our brand promise

The Miele brand
In many countries Miele is the most 
desired brand in its industry. In its German 
home market, Miele was even voted "best 
brand ever" in 2013 across all product 
categories. And the ownership of 
products from such a brand reveals much 
about its users: Miele customers have 
high expectations for the performance, 
convenience, design and environmental 
friendliness of their domestic appliances.

There are many good reasons for 
choosing Miele.
Since the company was founded in 1899, 
Miele has remained true to its "Immer 
Besser" brand promise: We will do all that 
we can to be "forever better" than our 
competitors and "forever better" than we 
already are. For our customers, this 
means the peace of mind of knowing that 
choosing Miele is a good 
decision - and the decision of a lifetime.



Miele service 
Miele customers enjoy special care: our fast and efficient after-
sales service operation has been voted best in its industry many 
times. Whether you need personalised instructions on appliance 
use or professional cleaning of your appliances, Miele will gladly 
make a home visit.

Miele design 
Miele believes in clean lines and timeless elegance. There is 
nowhere else where you will find such a comparable range of 
built-in kitchen appliances, with consistency in design lines and 
colour options to suit the most diverse of interior designs and 
kitchen units. Great care is taken to coordinate appliance design 
across the range. Whatever the style of your kitchen, Miele is the 
perfect match.

Miele convenience 
Whether it is a rotary switch, discreet sensor controls or a high-
resolution touch display like the one on your smart phone: 
operating a Miele is both easy and fun. Miele appliances have a 
multitude of additional programmes and features, making your life 
easy.

Miele technology 
First-class technology, best functionality and the ultimate in 
longevity - these values define Miele products as real premium 
appliances. Since the company was founded, Miele has been 
proving its competence with regard to perfect domestic 
appliances and hygiene. Miele appliances are highly reliable. This 
claim is endorsed by our in-house laboratory tests and ultimately 
over many years in your home.

Miele quality 
For more than 100 years it has been proven that you can trust 
Miele and rely on our appliances. We are the only manufacturer in 
our industry to test products such as washing machines, tumble 
dryers, dishwashers and ovens to the equivalent of 20 years of 
use. Once a Miele, always a Miele: Miele customers around the 
world remain loyal to Miele and recommend Miele.
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The new EU energy label

What is the EU energy label?
The energy label is being introduced in 
line with EU rulings for vacuum cleaners to 
reduce European energy consumption 
and to make the performance of 
appliances more transparent for the 
customer. It will also contribute towards 
environmental protection. 

When will the new energy label be 
introduced?
From 1 September 2014 all vacuum 
cleaners throughout Europe will have an 
energy label. The maximum power 
consumption for vacuum cleaners will be 
limited to less than 1600 Watts in 
accordance with the Eco Design Directive.



Carpet cleaning performance class
The carpet cleaning performance class is 
determined by rolling dust into a carpet 
and subsequently vacuuming it up. The 
more dust that is vacuumed up the higher 
the cleaning performance of the vacuum 
cleaner.

Hard floor cleaning performance 
class

The hard floor cleaning 
performance class is determined 

by sprinkling dust on a cracked 
wooden board then vacuuming it. 

The more dust that is vacuumed 
up the higher the cleaning 

performance of the vacuum 
cleaner.

Sound power level
The sound power level indicates the 
sound level of the appliance in decibels. 
This value is measured on carpet 
floorings.

The following information will be 
shown on the new energy label:

Name or trade mark of the supplier Model number

Energy efficiency class
The energy efficiency class indicates how 
much power each vacuum cleaner uses 
and hence its electricity consumption. 
Factors taken into account include the 
lifespan of the appliance, environmentally-
friendly manufacturing processes and how 
easily recyclable the product is.

Average annual energy consumption
The average annual energy consumption 
is stated in kilowatt hours per year 
(kWh/a). It is calculated based on an 
average household with 87 square metres 
of living space and the use of a vacuum 
cleaner 50 times per year. The actual 
consumption depends on the frequency of 
use of the vacuum cleaner.

Dust re-emission class
The dust re-emission class states how 
clean the exhaust air of the vacuum 
cleaner is. 
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High suction power. Low consumption.
The different Miele motors

How can a vacuum cleaner be so powerful but use so 
little energy? The new generation of vacuum cleaners 
ensure unbeatable efficiency with a number of 
technological improvements.
Miele vacuum cleaners use 50% less electricity 
compared to appliances that were on the market just a 
few years ago. At the same time, they ensure superior 
cleaning performance.
Miele offers two ranges with different types of motors for 
your own floor care requirements: EcoLine appliances 
are particularly energy efficient with good cleaning 
performance; PowerLine highly-powerful 
models prioritise top cleaning performance.
Regardless of which Miele vacuum cleaner you choose, 
each model offers the ideal balance of performance and 
energy consumption.
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High efficiency thanks to 
Smart Power technology:
EcoLine Plus*
Miele's EcoLine Plus models 

are a masterpiece of efficiency: The 
unique Smart Power technology brings 
together several performance-enhancing 
features: the innovative EcoLine Plus 
motor with additional air bypasses for an 
even more powerful air flow, the efficient 
AirTeQ floorhead as well as the intelligent 
Power Chip, an outstanding Miele 
innovation. While vacuuming, the chip 
always adjusts the power consumption to 
the situation. The appliance always 
achieves the best possible cleaning result 
with a maximum power consumption of 
800 Watts, to achieve the top energy label 
A, first-class efficiency by Miele.

Energy-saving thanks to an efficient 
motor: EcoLine
EcoLine vacuum cleaners use a maximum 
of 800 Watts and hence are very energy-
efficient. They are categorised as energy 
efficiency class B. 

For perfect cleaning 
performance: PowerLine

Powerful: With a peak power of 1600 
Watts, the PowerLine models have 
particularly powerful suction. The 
appliance is designed for thorough 
cleaning of all floors without compromise. 
The superior cleaning performance of 
Miele PowerLine vacuum cleaners is 
particularly impressive.

* Features vary depending on model
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There is a perfect cleaning solution for every home
Different types of Miele vacuum cleaners

Cylinder vacuum cleaners
A cylinder vacuum cleaner follows you 
easily through rooms thanks to its 
smooth-running castor wheels. This 
allows you to comfortably vacuum large 
areas.

Robot vacuum cleaner
This battery-operated robot vacuum 
cleaner works completely on its own, even 
when no one is at home. Thanks to the 
Smart Navigation, it works thoroughly and 
efficiently, even between furniture.

Models
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There is a Miele vacuum cleaner for everyone
Miele cylinder vacuum cleaners

Classic C1 - The Lightweight Cleaner

Compact C2 -The CompactComplete C1 - The Generalist

The range

Complete C3 – The Allrounder



99.999% clean air1):
HEPA

Customised solutions for special requirements
Miele lifestyle vacuum cleaners

Superb on wooden floors:
Hardfloor

At home on all types of floor coverings:
Total Solution

For all pet lovers: 
Cat & Dog

Lifestyle vacuum cleaners

A dream to use on carpet:
Comfort Electro



Electro handle controls

Convenient operation for first-rate cleaning results
The controls on Miele vacuum cleaners

1) In accordance with EN 60312-1
* Features depend on model

6 stage rotary selector Plus/minus foot controls

Controls*
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What makes Miele vacuum cleaners so unique?
The foundations for all Miele vacuum cleaners

Miele vacuum cleaners offer an ideal combination of superior 
cleaning performance, excellent ease of use, outstanding 
standards of hygiene, and first-class quality.

Cleaning performance: 
With their unique design Miele vacuum cleaners allow you to 
achieve optimum results even at low power.



Easy to use: 
Miele has 
developed some 
clever technical 
features to make 
vacuuming easier 
for you. 

Hygiene:
The multi-stage 
filtration system 
ensures clean air 
while vacuuming.

Quality:
Quality tests 
during 
manufacturing 
guarantee high 
standards of 
quality.



Cleanliness for your well-being
Miele vacuum cleaner hygiene*

The right dustbag? It's simple!
It is often difficult to find the right dustbag 
for a vacuum cleaner. With Miele it's easy: 
You can recognise the right Original 
HyClean dustbag by the colour on the 
dustbag lock.

First class suction power
Thanks to the finely graduated layers of 
filtration, the Miele HyClean dustbag lets 
air pass through it even when it's full. 
The appliance will indicate when the 
dustbag is full or when the exhaust filter is 
saturated.

Dust-free hygienic dustbag 
replacement
When the vacuum cleaner is opened, the 
Original Miele HyClean dustbag's collar 
closes automatically and locks the dust 
for good. Furthermore, the secure 
Protector Netting prevents the bag from 
tearing, even when sharp objects such as 
glass fragments are vacuumed.

New: HyClean 3D Efficiency
Miele’s new Hyclean 3D dustbags are 
highly efficient, even on the lowest power 
level. These bags are made of a new 
innovative SoftStructure material which 
gives the inside of the bag its very loose 
structure guaranteeing optimum dust 
distribution and retention. This means you 
will save energy while having the same 
high cleaning performance.

*depending on model



Miele stays airtight 
For people with dust allergies, 
we recommend a vacuum 
cleaner with a HEPA filter 
fitted as standard. The TÜV 
Nord (environmental testing 
board) has also recommended 
several Miele cylinder vacuum 

cleaners with HEPA AirClean filters for 
people with allergies. The filtered and 
discharged air is cleaner than normal 
room air. In addition, bacteria, allergens 
and mould spores remain safely in the 
dustbag. 

Expert workmanship
With Miele, you can choose from three 
different exhaust filters:

AirClean filter: 
Effective filtration for everyday 
needs.
>99.9% dust retention 

capacity1) in combination with the 
HyClean dustbag and motor filter.

Active AirClean filter: 
Significant reduction of 
unpleasant odours2) – ideal for 
pet owners.

HEPA AirClean filter: 
Filters even fine dust and 
allergens – ideal for people 
with dust allergies.

> 99.999% overall dust retention capacity 
of the vacuum cleaner1), as well as 
HEPA 133)

1) In accordance with EN 60312-1
2) In accordance with DIN EN 13725 
3) In accordance with EN 1822/2011
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Exclusive features for perfect cleaning results 
and ease of use
The product highlights of Miele cylinder vacuum cleaners*

The Miele 
Comfort handle *

With lever action: The floorhead can be 
easily manoeuvred thanks to the 
flexible hose connector, and suction 
power can be adjusted. 



Comfort cable rewind with 
single-touch control

Quick and easy: The entire cable can be 
rewound by simply tapping the footswitch. 

Compact-System
A real space saver: The  

floorhead and the suction tube can be 
parked on either side of the vacuum 
cleaner.

DynamicDrive swivel 
castors1)

Protects your floors: Rubber-coated 
wheels and swivel castors with shock 
absorbers ensure a quiet driving 
experience. 

A complete range of accessories
Integrated or on the VarioClip: Cylinder 
vacuum cleaners have an upholstery 
nozzle, a crevice nozzle and a dusting 
brush.

Silence System
Our Silence-System is equipped with 
a noise-optimised motor and integrated 
sound insulation.

*depending on model
1) Patents pending: EP 2409627, US 20120017391
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Classic C1
Product summary

Sales designation Classic C1 EcoLine Classic C1 PowerLine
Engine version EcoLine PowerLine
Product type SBAG0 SBAD0
Construction type
Cylinder vacuum cleaners • •
User convenience
Electronic suction power control 6-stage rotary selector 6-stage rotary selector
Switch for electrobrush in the handle – –
Electrobrush socket – –
Ergonomic handle/XXL handle •/– •/–
Comfort handle/Comfort handle with SpotLight –/– –/–
Comfort handle with integrated controls – –
Silence System/Silence System Plus •/– •/–
Suction tube Stainless steel telescopic tube Stainless steel telescopic tube
Park system for vacuuming breaks/with automatic switch-off •/– •/–
Park system for storage One side One side
Comfort cable rewind – –
Efficiency and sustainability
Energy efficiency class/Dust emission class B/B F/B
Annual energy consumption in kWh 29,4 55,7
Carpet cleaning class/Hard floor cleaning class E/D D/D
Sound power level dB(A) re 1 pW 78 80
Nominal power consumption in W 700 1.300
Performance data
Max. power in W 800 1.400
Power Chip – –
Mobility
Castors with steel shaft gentle on floors • •
Dynamic drive/3-point manoeuvrability –/• –/•
Operating radius in m 9 9
Filter system
Type of dustbag/Dustbag volume in l HyClean GN/4,5 HyClean GN/4,5
Dustbag change/Exhaust filter change indicator •/– •/–
Exhaust filter/Motor protection filter AirClean filter/• AirClean filter/•
Safety
Locking system for floor head and handle • •
Automatic dustbag positioning • •
All-round bumper strip – –
Standard accessories
Three-piece accessory set On VarioClip On VarioClip
Upholstery nozzle/Crevice nozzle •/• •/•
Crevice nozzle, extra long SFD 10/flexible SFD 20 –/– –/–
Dusting brush with synthetic bristles/Dusting brush with natural 
bristles •/– •/–
Radiator brush SHB 20/Mattress nozzle SMD 10 –/– –/–
Wide upholstery nozzle SPD 10/Flexible suction hose SFS 10 –/– –/–
Universal brush – –
Floor head SBD 350-3 SBD 350-3
Floor head – –
Turbobrush – –
Hand turbobrush – –
Electrobrush – –
Colour Sprint blue Mango red
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Complete C1
Product summary

Sales designation Complete C1 PowerLine
Complete C1 Hardfloor 
Ecoline Complete C1 EcoLine

Engine version PowerLine EcoLine EcoLine
Product type SEAC0 SEAG0 SEAG0
Construction type
Cylinder vacuum cleaners • • •
User convenience
Electronic suction power control 6-stage rotary selector 6-stage rotary selector 6-stage rotary selector
Switch for electrobrush in the handle – – –
Electrobrush socket – – –
Ergonomic handle/XXL handle •/– •/– •/–
Comfort handle/Comfort handle with SpotLight –/– –/– –/–
Comfort handle with integrated controls – – –
Silence System/Silence System Plus –/– –/– –/–
Suction tube Stainless steel telescopic tube Stainless steel telescopic tube Stainless steel telescopic tube
Park system for vacuuming breaks/with automatic switch-off •/– •/– •/–
Park system for storage One side One side One side
Comfort cable rewind – – –
Efficiency and sustainability
Energy efficiency class/Dust emission class G/B B/B B/B
Annual energy consumption in kWh 60,7 30,0 30,0
Carpet cleaning class/Hard floor cleaning class D/D E/D E/D
Sound power level dB(A) re 1 pW 79 79 79
Nominal power consumption in W 1.400 700 700
Performance data
Max. power in W 1.600 800 800
Power Chip – – –
Mobility
Castors with steel shaft gentle on floors • • •
Dynamic drive/3-point manoeuvrability –/• –/• –/•
Operating radius in m 9 9 9
Filter system
Type of dustbag/Dustbag volume in l HyClean FJM/4,0 HyClean FJM/4,0 HyClean FJM/4,0
Dustbag change/Exhaust filter change indicator •/– •/– •/–
Exhaust filter/Motor protection filter AirClean filter/• AirClean filter/• AirClean filter/•
Safety
Locking system for floor head and handle • • •
Automatic dustbag positioning • • •
All-round bumper strip • • •
Standard accessories
Three-piece accessory set Integrated Integrated Integrated
Upholstery nozzle/Crevice nozzle •/• •/• •/•
Crevice nozzle, extra long SFD 10/flexible SFD 20 –/– –/– –/–
Dusting brush with synthetic bristles/Dusting brush with natural 
bristles •/– •/– •/–
Radiator brush SHB 20/Mattress nozzle SMD 10 –/– –/– –/–
Wide upholstery nozzle SPD 10/Flexible suction hose SFS 10 –/– –/– –/–
Universal brush – – –
Floor head SBD 470-3 SBD 470-3 SBD 470-3
Floor head – SBB Parkett-3 –
Turbobrush – – –
Hand turbobrush – – –
Electrobrush – – –
Colour Mango red Obsidian black Sprint blue
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Compact C2
Product summary

Sales designation Compact C2 PowerLine
Engine version PowerLine
Product type SDAC0
Construction type
Cylinder vacuum cleaners •
User convenience
Electronic suction power control 6-stage rotary selector
Switch for electrobrush in the handle –
Electrobrush socket –
Ergonomic handle/XXL handle •/•
Comfort handle/Comfort handle with SpotLight –/–
Comfort handle with integrated controls –
Silence System/Silence System Plus •/–
Suction tube Stainless steel telescopic tube
Park system for vacuuming breaks/with automatic switch-off •/–
Park system for storage Both sides Compact
Comfort cable rewind •
Efficiency and sustainability
Energy efficiency class/Dust emission class G/B
Annual energy consumption in kWh 59,8
Carpet cleaning class/Hard floor cleaning class D/C
Sound power level dB(A) re 1 pW 78
Nominal power consumption in W 1.400
Performance data
Max. power in W 1.600
Power Chip –
Mobility
Castors with steel shaft gentle on floors •
Dynamic drive/3-point manoeuvrability –/•
Operating radius in m 10
Filter system
Type of dustbag/Dustbag volume in l HyClean FJM/3,5
Dustbag change/Exhaust filter change indicator •/–
Exhaust filter/Motor protection filter AirClean filter/•
Safety
Locking system for floor head and handle •
Automatic dustbag positioning •
All-round bumper strip –
Standard accessories
Three-piece accessory set On VarioClip
Upholstery nozzle/Crevice nozzle •/•
Crevice nozzle, extra long SFD 10/flexible SFD 20 –/–
Dusting brush with synthetic bristles/Dusting brush with natural 
bristles –/•
Radiator brush SHB 20/Mattress nozzle SMD 10 –/–
Wide upholstery nozzle SPD 10/Flexible suction hose SFS 10 –/–
Universal brush –
Floor head SBD 285-3
Floor head –
Turbobrush –
Hand turbobrush –
Electrobrush –
Colour Marine blue
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Complete C3
Product summary

Sales designation Complete C3 PowerLine Complete C3 EcoLine Complete C3 EcoLine Plus
Engine version PowerLine EcoLine EcoLine
Product type SGDC0 SGDG0 SGDH0
Construction type
Cylinder vacuum cleaners • • •
User convenience
Electronic suction power control +/- footswitches +/- footswitches +/- footswitches
Switch for electrobrush in the handle – – –
Electrobrush socket – – –
Ergonomic handle/XXL handle •/– •/– •/–
Comfort handle/Comfort handle with SpotLight –/– –/– –/–
Comfort handle with integrated controls – – –
Silence System/Silence System Plus •/– •/– •/–
Suction tube Stainless steel telescopic tube Stainless steel telescopic tube Stainless steel telescopic tube
Park system for vacuuming breaks/with automatic switch-off •/– •/– •/–
Park system for storage Both sides Both sides Both sides
Comfort cable rewind • • •
Efficiency and sustainability
Energy efficiency class/Dust emission class G/B B/B A/B
Annual energy consumption in kWh 58,8 29,9 25,2
Carpet cleaning class/Hard floor cleaning class D/B E/D D/C
Sound power level dB(A) re 1 pW 77 76 73
Nominal power consumption in W 1.400 700 800
Performance data
Max. power in W 1.600 800 800
Power Chip – – •
Mobility
Castors with steel shaft gentle on floors • • •
Dynamic drive/3-point manoeuvrability –/• –/• –/•
Operating radius in m 11 11 11
Filter system
Type of dustbag/Dustbag volume in l HyClean GN/4,5 HyClean GN/4,5 HyClean GN/4,5
Dustbag change/Exhaust filter change indicator •/– •/– •/–
Exhaust filter/Motor protection filter AirClean filter/• AirClean filter/• AirClean filter/•
Safety
Locking system for floor head and handle • • •
Automatic dustbag positioning • • •
All-round bumper strip • • •
Standard accessories
Three-piece accessory set Integrated Integrated Integrated
Upholstery nozzle/Crevice nozzle •/• •/• •/•
Crevice nozzle, extra long SFD 10/flexible SFD 20 –/– –/– –/–
Dusting brush with synthetic bristles/Dusting brush with natural 
bristles –/• –/• –/•
Radiator brush SHB 20/Mattress nozzle SMD 10 –/– –/– –/–
Wide upholstery nozzle SPD 10/Flexible suction hose SFS 10 –/– –/– –/–
Universal brush – – –
Floor head SBD 285-3 SBD 285-3 SBD 650-3
Floor head – – –
Turbobrush – – –
Hand turbobrush – – –
Electrobrush – – –
Colour Obsidian black Lotus white Racing green
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Complete C3
Product summary

Sales designation
Complete C3 Cat & Dog 
PowerLine

Complete C3 Hardfloor 
PowerLine

Complete C3 HEPA 
PowerLine

Engine version PowerLine PowerLine PowerLine
Product type SGEE0 SGDC0 SGFC0
Construction type
Cylinder vacuum cleaners • • •
User convenience
Electronic suction power control +/- footswitches +/- footswitches +/- footswitches
Switch for electrobrush in the handle – – –
Electrobrush socket – – –
Ergonomic handle/XXL handle •/– •/– •/–
Comfort handle/Comfort handle with SpotLight –/– –/– –/–
Comfort handle with integrated controls – – –
Silence System/Silence System Plus •/– •/– •/–
Suction tube Stainless steel telescopic tube Stainless steel telescopic tube Stainless steel telescopic tube
Park system for vacuuming breaks/with automatic switch-off •/– •/– •/–
Park system for storage Both sides Both sides Both sides
Comfort cable rewind • • •
Efficiency and sustainability
Energy efficiency class/Dust emission class D/B G/B G/A
Annual energy consumption in kWh 43,9 58,8 58,8
Carpet cleaning class/Hard floor cleaning class C/B D/B D/B
Sound power level dB(A) re 1 pW 73 77 76
Nominal power consumption in W 1.100 1.400 1.400
Performance data
Max. power in W 1.200 1.600 1.600
Power Chip – – –
Mobility
Castors with steel shaft gentle on floors • • •
Dynamic drive/3-point manoeuvrability –/• •/– –/•
Operating radius in m 11 11 11
Filter system
Type of dustbag/Dustbag volume in l HyClean GN/4,5 HyClean GN/4,5 HyClean GN/4,5
Dustbag change/Exhaust filter change indicator •/– •/– •/–
Exhaust filter/Motor protection filter Active AirClean filter/• AirClean filter/• HEPA AirClean filter/•
Safety
Locking system for floor head and handle • • •
Automatic dustbag positioning • • •
All-round bumper strip • • •
Standard accessories
Three-piece accessory set Integrated Integrated Integrated
Upholstery nozzle/Crevice nozzle •/• •/• •/•
Crevice nozzle, extra long SFD 10/flexible SFD 20 –/– –/– –/–
Dusting brush with synthetic bristles/Dusting brush with natural 
bristles –/• –/• –/•
Radiator brush SHB 20/Mattress nozzle SMD 10 –/– –/– –/–
Wide upholstery nozzle SPD 10/Flexible suction hose SFS 10 –/– –/– –/–
Universal brush – – –
Floor head SBD 650-3 SBD 285-3 SBD 285-3
Floor head – Parkett Twister SBB 300-3 –
Turbobrush STB 205-3 – –
Hand turbobrush – – –
Electrobrush – – –
Colour Tayberry red Marine blue Canary yellow
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Complete C3
Product summary

Sales designation
Complete C3 Total Solution 
PowerLine

Complete C3 EcoLine Plus 
Electro-Brush

Engine version PowerLine EcoLine
Product type SGFE0 SGPJ0
Construction type
Cylinder vacuum cleaners • •
User convenience
Electronic suction power control +/- footswitches Handle controls
Switch for electrobrush in the handle – •
Electrobrush socket – •
Ergonomic handle/XXL handle •/– •/–
Comfort handle/Comfort handle with SpotLight –/– •/–
Comfort handle with integrated controls – •
Silence System/Silence System Plus •/– •/–
Suction tube Stainless steel telescopic tube Electro telescopic tube
Park system for vacuuming breaks/with automatic switch-off •/– •/•
Park system for storage Both sides Both sides
Comfort cable rewind • •
Efficiency and sustainability
Energy efficiency class/Dust emission class D/A A/A
Annual energy consumption in kWh 43,9 25,2
Carpet cleaning class/Hard floor cleaning class C/B C/C
Sound power level dB(A) re 1 pW 74 73
Nominal power consumption in W 1.100 600
Performance data
Max. power in W 1.200 700
Power Chip – –
Mobility
Castors with steel shaft gentle on floors • •
Dynamic drive/3-point manoeuvrability –/• –/•
Operating radius in m 11 11
Filter system
Type of dustbag/Dustbag volume in l HyClean GN/4,5 HyClean GN/4,5
Dustbag change/Exhaust filter change indicator •/– •/•
Exhaust filter/Motor protection filter HEPA AirClean filter/• HEPA AirClean filter/•
Safety
Locking system for floor head and handle • •
Automatic dustbag positioning • •
All-round bumper strip • •
Standard accessories
Three-piece accessory set Integrated Integrated
Upholstery nozzle/Crevice nozzle •/• •/•
Crevice nozzle, extra long SFD 10/flexible SFD 20 –/– –/–
Dusting brush with synthetic bristles/Dusting brush with natural 
bristles –/• –/•
Radiator brush SHB 20/Mattress nozzle SMD 10 –/– –/–
Wide upholstery nozzle SPD 10/Flexible suction hose SFS 10 –/– –/–
Universal brush – –
Floor head SBD 650-3 SBD 650-3
Floor head SBB 300-3 –
Turbobrush STB 205-3 –
Hand turbobrush – –
Electrobrush – SEB 236
Colour Havana brown Racing green



Non-Stop Power
The RX1 battery lasts up to 2 hours (150 
m²) without a break. And has a life 3 times 
longer than other robot vacuum cleaners.

Furniture Protection Technology
The RX1 recognises furniture, stairs, 
obstacles and avoids collisions or falls.

Triple Cleaning System
Sweeps, brushes and vacuums: Thanks to 
the Triple Cleaning System the Scout RX1 
thoroughly removes dust and dirt.

Advanced Corner Cleaning
The RX1 will reliably find every corner to 
remove dust and dirt.

Timer
Independently clean: The Scout RX1 
cleans your home whenever you want - 
even when no one is at home.

Exclusive features for greater cleaning precision 
and efficiency. 
Miele Robot vacuum cleaner Scout RX1 product highlights.
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Smart Navigation
Intelligent travel: With its reliable navigation system, rooms 
are thoroughly cleaned even in corners.
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Scout RX1
Product summary

Sales designation Scout RX1
Product type SJQL0
Construction type
Robot vacuum cleaner •
User convenience
Smart navigation system •
Indoor Positioning System •
Advanced Corner Cleaning •
Triple Cleaning System •
Cleaning programmes 4
Auto-Mode •
Spot-Mode •
Corner-Mode •
Turbo-Mode •
Manual cleaning •
Timer •
Remote control •
Mobility
Climable carpet height in mm 20
Flat design in mm 88
Filter system
Exhaust filter AirClean filter
Dustbox volume in l 0,6
Safety
Furniture Protection Technology •
Performance data
Non-Stop Power •
Battery type Li-Ion
Nominal battery capacity in mAh 2200
Cleaning area in m² 150
Operating time in min. 120
Recharging time in min. 120
Standard accessories
Base station •
Adapter •
Cleaning brush •
Area demarcation magnetic tape
Replacement filters 2
Replacement side brushes 2
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AirClean filter
This filter is designed for normal use and 
is made of a multi-ply material which is 
electrostatically charged to retain over  
99.95 % of dust particles (IEC 60312). 
Lasting as long as a box of dustbags, one 
is included in every box.

Active AirClean filter with TimeStrip
This filter combines the AirClean filter with 
active charcoal to absorb odours from the 
dustbag - especially useful if you have 
pets. This filter retains over 99.95 % of 
particles (IEC 60312) and has a life of 50 
hours or 12 months. 
The TimeStrip indicates when the filter 
needs to be replaced.

Active HEPA filter with TimeStrip
This filter retains 99.995% of particles (IEC 
60312) to create a comfortable 
environment for dust-allergy sufferers.
The TimeStrip indicates when the filter 
needs to be replaced.

 Miele's HyClean dustbag sets new standards for filtration, dust absorption, hygiene and safety. Made from a special fleece material 
consisting of 9 layers, it retains more fine dust and small particles than a conventional dustbag. The auto shutter mechanism 
automatically closes the bag when the vacuum cleaner is opened, preventing dust escaping during disposal.

Precision Work
You can choose between three air filters:

AirClean filter: 
Effective impact of the filter for 
daily requirements.

 

Active AirClean filter: 
Additionally the filter 
neutralises unpleasant odours 
- ideal for pet owners.

Active HEPA filter: 
 It filters respirable dust and 
allergens - ideal for dust-
allergy sufferers.

Available in boxes of 4, each dustbag has 
a colour-coded collar to help remind you 
which one to select when re-ordering.

Blue collar for the Classic C1, 
Complete C2 and Complete C3
 cylinder cleaners ("GN" type)

Red collar for the Compact C2 and 
Complete C1
cylinder cleaners ("FJM" type)

Filters and Dustbags
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Floorheads and Tools

Parquet Floorheads
A range of floorheads for use on a wide 
variety of floors from flagstone to parquet 
floor surfaces.

Full sized Turbobrushes  
The Turbobrush is recommended for 
thorough cleaning of carpets subjected to 
heavy use.

Mini Turbobrush STB 101
The Mini Turbobrush is ideal for 
vacuuming cut pile stair carpets and 
removing dust and pet hairs from 
upholstery.

Compact Mini Turbobrush STB 20
Ideal for confined spaces, e.g. car 
interiors. Extremely flexible thanks to its 
unique two-way swivel joint.

SHB 30 Radiator brush
The radiator brush allows easy, yet 
thorough, cleaning of difficult to reach 
areas making it ideal for cleaning 
radiators, air vents and small spaces at 
home.

SUB 20 Universal brush
The Miele flexi unversal brush has 2 
versatile and adjustable swivel joints and 
can be placed directly on the hand grip, 
the suction hose or the telescopic suction 
tube. The brush contains smooth natural 
fibres and a furniture protection strip to 
ensure gentle cleaning of high-quality 
materials.
The flexi universal brush is suitable for all 
Miele vacuum cleaners.

From hardwood flooring, to slate tiles, deep-pile carpets and delicately woven rugs, our homes today have an ever challenging selection 
of different floor coverings and surfaces to clean. For this reason, Miele has developed a range of cleaners and accessories that  
suits a wide range of different lifestyles and specialist cleaning requirements. 
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Protecting the environment:  
This brochure is printed on paper bleached without the use 
of chlorine.

Miele Ireland Ltd
2024 Bianconi Avenue
CityWest Business Campus
Dublin 24
Tel: +353 (0) 1 461 0710
Fax: +353 (0) 1 461 0797
Service: 1890 252 609
Email: info@miele.ie
www.miele.ie
www.miele-shop.ie
www.mielegallery.ie


